
SMALL BUSINESS PLAN IN PAKISTAN KARACHI

Are you looking for small business investment opportunities in Pakistan? This is the complete list of small businesses
that will work in Pakistan for sure!.

Auto Spare Parts Pakistani people usually use second-hand automobiles. Potential locations for fish cultivation
are the northern areas of Pakistan possess great fish farming potential. Are you a sports freak? Toothpaste is a
consumer durable product. Want some more business ideas in Pakistan? These kinds of businesses require
personal branding, so you will have to make yourself a brand. Is fishing your hobby? Selling Insurance Plans
in Pakistan The market size of insurance industry in Pakistan is relatively small when it is compared to other
countries. At the same time, you can also make money from affiliate marketing. Dairy products are highly
demanded by Pakistani people, so you should invest in it. Here are more consultancy small business ideas in
Pakistan: Tax Registration and Income Tax Return Filing Engineering Consulting Your clients will pay you if
you are render top notch services. Ready to read some ideas in the services sector? Once you will get hundreds
or thousands of page likes. Enjoy your creativity and use your creative mind to make a successful venture. Do
great marketing and maintain the top quality of the product! Do you want to know that which small business
ideas can stand out perfect in Pakistan? In favor of the still photography and portraits you should favor to get a
Nikon or Canon DSL cameras for the cost of about Rs. You can offer the office workers with the variety of
food items such as Rice, Biryani, Juices or other food items. Organic Farm Greenhouse Business Organic
farming used to be a small scale family-run farms. Publish your business cards and distribute in your friends
and family. These days, poultry farming is one of the fastest growing sectors in agriculture and farmings.
Agents earn good commissions on property selling transactions. Tourism Agency in Pakistan Need tourism
small business ideas in Pakistan. Nylon Production Business Starting a nylon production business is a great
profitable venture that an aspiring entrepreneur in Pakistan can go into and earn good amount of money in a
short time.


